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Understanding your audience
Seek to understand, then to be understood
• See often when those not from ag
(researchers, sales agents, etc) lob into a
community like they’re the authority and have
very little understanding of context
• Farmers have such a valuable knowledge
source – learn from them, also provide
research results back to them, answer survey
never hear back – very one-sided – need twoway communication
• Don’t be afraid to say you don’t know –
vulnerability opens up for relationships to be
built
Use appropriate language
• eg; Food security – does that mean “making
sure China doesn’t steal all food”, or “are
there food burglars”?
• eg; 1 hectare = about half the size of the MCG
playing field

Communicating with impact
Make sure you have an elevator pitch
• 2007 DAFF Science and Innovation
Awards – none of the finalists had
undertaken communications training,
messages were often long and laden
with science language
• Belinda Lay, 2019 WA Rural Women’s
Award winner - the collars are set to
GPS track livestock in real time and
monitor heart rates and temperatures
to improve lambing rates and ewe
health during pregnancy = oh, so like
‘Fit bits for sheep’?

Values-based communication
• Some remember where they were when
Diana passed, I have vivid memories of the
2011 Live Export Trade debacle
• Watershed moment where agricultural
industry couldn’t continue business as usual
• Post-industrial revolution we need to feed
mouths, little consideration how it was done
• In recent years, this has changed, priorities for
food production have shifted and ensuring
you have a social licence to operate has
become the new normal
• Founded business in 2012 to work with
farming families to communicate why it is that
they farm the way they do
• Polarised views, round in circles – vast
majority have concern, want to know more –
need to find common ground
• De-escalating conflict using values-based
communication

Bringing people along
• “Strong views, loosely held”
• Biophysical vs social researchers – have seen this in work I do in PNG
• Conventional farmers vs regen farmers
• Bloody hicks vs bloody hippies – there’s room for both, doesn’t need to be
either/or, in fact you can learn from each other
• “Thank a farmer for your next meal” – righteous, doesn’t incite engagement
• We need cognitive diversity to solve the wicked problems

You’re the only you
• Being authentic and confident
• Dr Karl – be loud and proud, define brand
‘you’
• Take every opportunity to talk about what I do
• Humans have a good ‘bulldust radar’, be
authentic
• In a time where fake news trumps facts, as
researchers and practitioners, we need to
create spaces for informed, nuanced
discussion to bring everyone along

Tok Pisin | Tenkyu tumas
Kuanua | Boina tuna
English (in case you hadn’t figured that out) | Thank you

